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Abstract

We conducted a web-based experiment on German testing the perception of an element's prosodic prominence in relation to its status as a potential coreferent of an antecedent. Data were elicited by asking subjects to judge the probability of a coreference relation between a context noun (antecedent) and a target word (anaphor), whose lexically stressed syllable was manipulated as to the parameters F0 movement, duration and intensity. Results suggest a direct but inverse relationship between prominence and coreference judgements indicating that the likelihood of a coreference interpretation decreases with increasing prosodic prominence. F0 movement turned out to be the dominant cue for prominence – as the main trigger for the perception of pitch accents – with rises being perceived as more prominent than falls. In turn, lack of tonal movement probably led to perceived deaccentuation and thus favoured the evaluation of a target word as being coreferential with an antecedent. Duration was found to be a significant factor as well, while intensity did not prove to be relevant for the task given. Thus, the present study with its revised methodology adds new aspects to the debate of which parameters are crucial for prominence perception, directly linking it to the investigation of information structure.
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1. Introduction

A central aspect in the analysis of an utterance's information structure is the information status of its elements, defining whether an element can be regarded as Given, Accessible or New (e.g. [1]). In many accounts, Givenness is equated with coreference, i.e. referential identity (e.g. [2]) (although it can be shown that a lexical level of description is also relevant for a comprehensive account of information status; see [3]). In (1a), e.g., a lasagne introduces a New referent, while in (1b), the tasteless stuff is Given, since it stands in a coreference relation to the previously mentioned lasagne:

(1) a. Yesterday, a friend of mine prepared a lasagne for me.
   b. I found it hard to enJOY the tasteless stuff.

Prosodically, New referents are mostly marked by pitch accents in West Germanic languages (in the example, nuclear accents are indicated by capital letters, as in lasagne in (1a)), whereas coreferential anaphors are deaccented (as the tasteless stuff in (1b)) or at least marked by a clearly attenuated, i.e. less prominent, prosody. Thus, there seems to be a more or less direct link between the information status of an element and the prominence of its prosodic marking. We will base our study on this general assumption.

There has been a long-standing debate on which acoustic parameters are most relevant for the perception of post-lexical prominence, in particular change in fundamental frequency (F0) (perceptual level: pitch movement), longer duration (perceptual level: increased length), or higher intensity (perceptual level: increased loudness). Another relevant parameter is vowel quality, differentiating between full and reduced vowels. Previous perception studies presented quite different results, assigning the greatest importance for prominence judgements either to F0 variation (e.g. [5], [6]), duration (e.g. [7]), intensity (e.g. [8]), or to a combination of duration and intensity (a factor called 'total amplitude' by [9]). Furthermore, there is conflicting evidence for the question of whether rising or falling pitch accents are perceived as more prominent (cf. [4] and [10]). See also [11] for an overview of acoustic and perceptual correlates of prosodic prominence.

There are a number of recent empirical (perception or production) studies on prosody and information status in German but they either do not differentiate between various levels of Givenness (conflicting coreference, semantic-pragmatic accessibility and lexical repetition, e.g. [12]) or they do not relate an element's information status directly to its degree or level of prosodic prominence ([13], but see [4]). In the experiment we report on in the present paper we explicitly ask subjects to judge the probability of a coreference relation between an antecedent and a potential anaphor, the latter being manipulated as to its degree of prosodic prominence. This elicitation technique allows us to analyze the relation between coreference and perceived prominence, expressed in the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Acoustic/prosodic prominence correlates with perceived (non-)coreference – here: the more prominence-lending parameters (e.g. longer duration, higher intensity) are present, the less likely is a referent to be perceived as coreferential with an antecedent.

Hypothesis 2: Prosodic parameters vary in their relevance for the perception of prominence/non-coreference: F0 movement > duration > intensity.

2. Method

2.1. Test material

Three female proper names were chosen as target words: Tamaara, Pamela and Simone. All of them are trisyllabic in German, with lexical stress on the second syllable. The stressed syllables contain the bilabial nasal /m/ in the onset and one of the long vowels /a:/, /e:/, /o:/ in the syllable rhyme. We created three test sentences. These contain a time specification (weekdays), the subject pronoun ich (I), one of the three proper names as an accusative object, and a predicate
composed of the auxiliary verb *haben* (‘have’) and a past participle of one of the transitive irregular verbs *getroffen* (‘met’), *gesprochen* (‘talked’) or *gesehen* (‘seen’):

(2) Montag habe ich Tamara getroffen.
   ‘On Monday I met Tamara.’
(3) Dienstag habe ich Pamela gesprochen.
   ‘On Tuesday I talked to Pamela.’
(4) Freitag habe ich Simone gesehen.
   ‘On Friday I saw Simone.’

The sentences were spoken by a female native German speaker and were recorded with an Edirol R-44 in a sound attenuated booth. The prosody of the recorded sentences was controlled for. In particular, three prosodic parameters of the stressed syllables in the target words were manipulated, namely F0 movement, duration and intensity.

F0 was varied to create rising, falling and level contours. For the rising condition, the stressed syllable starts at 190 Hz and rises to 240 Hz at the end of the syllable. For the falling condition, the F0 starts at 240 Hz at target syllable onset and falls down to 190 Hz at syllable offset. In the level condition, we assigned a value of 190 Hz throughout the whole target word. Figure 1 shows a Praat [14] screenshot for test sentence (2) with a rising pitch (solid line), a falling pitch (dotted line) and no pitch movement (dashed line) on the stressed syllable *ma* in the target word *Tamara*:

![Screenshot of a Praat window displaying the pitch movement of the sentence 'Montag habe ich Tamara getroffen.'](image)

Figure 1: *Screenshot of the sentence Montag habe ich Tamara getroffen* (‘On Monday I met Tamara’) *in the Praat manipulation window*. The stressed syllable of *Tamara* is shaded; it contains an F0 rise (solid line; first condition) an F0 fall (dotted line; second condition) or no F0 movement (dashed line; third condition).

As to duration, two values were used: long syllables with 200 ms and short syllables with 150 ms. Similarly, we created two intensity levels: loud syllables with a maximum of 57 dB and soft syllables with a maximum of 47 dB. While F0 and duration were manipulated in Praat, we used the audio editor Audacity [15] to adjust the intensity of the target syllables. All combinations of the acoustic parameters were implemented in each sentence, resulting in 12 manipulated versions of each target sentence. Thus, 36 manipulated sentences for the perception experiment were generated in total. An overview of the manipulations is provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stressed syllable of target word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F0 movement ('Tone')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rise</td>
<td>190Hz – 240Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fall</td>
<td>240Hz – 190Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>190Hz – 190Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>200 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short</td>
<td>150 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loud</td>
<td>57 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soft</td>
<td>47 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Duration and intensity values for the rest of the target sentence were also controlled. In particular, the first and third syllable of the target word invariably had a duration of 150 ms and 130 ms, respectively, while both syllables were set to a maximum intensity of 50 dB.

2.2. Procedure

We conducted an online perception experiment via an open URL, using the professional software package SoSci Survey [17]. All 36 manipulated sentences were pseudo-randomized and matched with a respective context question. We created 12 different context questions for each target sentence, in order to diversify the task for the subjects. All questions followed the same structure; an example is given in (5):

(5) Hast du deine Cousine getroffen / gesprochen / gesehen?
   ‘Have you met / talked to / seen your cousin?’

Twelve concrete, female nouns (as accusative objects) were used, which served as potential antecedents for the proper names in the target sentences: *Cousine* ‘cousin’, *Schwestersister* ‘sister’, *Nachbarin* ‘neighbour’, *Klassenkameradin* ‘classmate’, *Tennispartnerin* ‘tennis partner’, *Arbeitskollegin* ‘co-worker’, *Mitbewohnerin* ‘roommate’, *Kommilitonin* ‘fellow student’, *Schulfreundin* ‘schoolmate’, *Teamkollegin* ‘teammate’, *Bekannte* ‘acquaintance’ and *Trainerin* ‘trainer’.

The context questions were presented only visually, while the manipulated test sentences were presented auditorily. The participants controlled when to start a stimulus and were free to listen to it as many times as they chose. Afterwards, the subjects had to answer a question by rating the probability of a (non-coreference) relation between the proper name in the target sentence and the noun in the context question. An example of the questions is shown in (6):

(6) Hast du deine Cousine getroffen / gesprochen / gesehen?
   ‘Have you met / talked to / seen your cousin?’
Judgements were given via a horizontal scroll bar whose poles were labelled sehr wahrscheinlich 'very likely' (left side) and sehr unwahrscheinlich 'very unlikely' (right side). Figure 2 gives an example of the setup.

The pole 'very likely' (= low values on the scale) corresponds to the judgement of coreference between the context noun (e.g. Cousine) and the proper name (e.g. Tamara). That is, the target word is perceived as Given information. In contrast, the pole 'very unlikely' (= high values on the scale) corresponds to the perception of a non-coreference relation between the context noun and the proper name. This means that the target word displays New information.

The experimental setup also included an instruction and a short practice section prior to the main experiment. The subjects were asked to conduct the experiment in a quiet environment and to wear headphones when listening to the stimuli. The entire procedure took approximately 10 to 15 minutes per subject.

2.3. Subjects and analysis

We collected judgements of 40 native speakers of German (32 female, 8 male), aged between 19 and 62 years. The mean age was 27 years. They grew up in nine different German Federal States. The subjects were no experts in the analysis of spoken language and did not report any hearing impairment.

The elicited judgements were encoded on an interval scale, illustrated as a horizontal continuous line in the experimental condition, ranging from 1% at the left pole ('very likely') to 100% at the right pole ('very unlikely'). For the statistical analysis, we used these percentage values as the dependent variable in a linear mixed model, with TONE (i.e. F0 movement), DURATION, INTENSITY and TEST WORD as fixed effects, and SUBJECT as a random effect.

3. Results and discussion

First of all, the subjects covered the whole range of the scale when judging the probability of coreference relations. This suggests that the stimuli were reasonably balanced for the type of task presented. Nevertheless, there is a slight bias towards the left pole of the scale (coreference judgements), maybe because a syntactically unmarked answer to a polar question (i.e. lacking an explicit 'yes' or 'no') tends to be interpreted as a confirmation.

Results reveal a significant main effect for TONE (p<0.001) in the coreference judgements. Figure 3 shows that the highest values were assigned to the target words if they carried a rising F0 movement, and that a falling contour still triggered clearly higher values than no F0 movement. That is, non-coreference (Newness) judgements correlate with tonal movement, and more so with rises (presumably more prominent; mean = 66.62%) than with falls (presumably less prominent; mean = 51.51%) whereas coreference (Givenness) judgements correlate with – the least prominent – lack of tonal movement (mean = 24.95%).

The factor DURATION shows a significant main effect as well (p<0.01), with longer syllables favouring the subjects’ impression that a coreference relation between context noun and proper name is unlikely (means = 49.63% for long syllables, 45.16% for short syllables; see Figure 4). Thus again, an increase in prosodic prominence leads to a decrease in coreference judgements.

![Figure 2: Screenshot of the response submission setup in the online questionnaire, including a context question ('Have you met your cousin?'), the button for playing the target sentence, and the rating task ('How likely do you think it is that the cousin is Tamara?') with the scroll bar.](image1.png)

![Figure 3: Bar plot of mean judgements on (non-)coreference-probability scale with respect to the factor TONE; '0' stands for lack of tonal movement; all subjects pooled.](image2.png)

![Figure 4: Bar plot of mean judgements on (non-)coreference-probability scale with respect to the factor DURATION; all subjects pooled.](image3.png)
No significant effect on coreference evaluations has been found for the parameter intensity (\(p=0.131\)), although the judgements for two test words display the expected tendency, namely higher values (indicating lower probability of coreference) for test words carrying a louder stressed syllable (see Figure 5). In fact, the manipulation method for intensity may have been particularly prone to result in an unnatural outcome of this parameter (e.g. no adequate variation of spectral tilt) which may explain the somewhat inconsistent judgements.

The factor test word does not show a significantly distinct distribution over all three parameters either (\(p=0.085\)). Thus, the quality of the stressed vowel in the target word did not have an influence on the task.

Finally, no significant interactions were found between the fixed factors investigated. This result came as a surprise since an incremental effect of the prominence-lending parameters with respect to the (non-)coreference judgements would have been expected. That is, e.g., a target word with a rising F0 movement was not found to be interpreted as 'less coreferential' with an antecedent if it was accompanied by increased duration and intensity.

This notwithstanding, both hypotheses could generally be confirmed. As to Hypothesis 1, there are clear indications for an inverse but straightforward relation between perceived prosodic prominence and listeners' judgements of coreference. For example, if a target word such as Tamara in Montag habe ich Tamara getroffen (‘On Monday I met Tamara’) is realized in a prosodically attenuated manner, e.g. by lack of tonal movement or relatively short and soft syllables (in the context sentence Hast du deine Cousine getroffen? ‘Have you met your cousin?’). In contrast, a rising tone as well as increased duration on the lexically stressed syllable (Tamara) enhances the likelihood of the word to be interpreted as New information, which thus cannot be coreferential. However, as mentioned above, an additive effect of the parameters could not be found.

As to Hypothesis 2, the factor tonal movement is clearly dominant, while duration – which shows a significant effect as well – and intensity are much weaker cues (contrary to the claims proposed e.g. by [7] or [8]). This primacy of F0 variation is an old assertion already made by Fry [5], who based his findings on perception experiments in English, and Bolinger [6], who closely linked prominence with pitch accents (at least for West Germanic languages). Although pitch accents are combinations of F0 movement and increased duration and intensity, an F0 change in the vicinity of a stressed syllable is the defining characteristic of a pitch accent. Moreover, the present experiment adds to the findings of more recent studies on West Germanic languages by suggesting that the shape or type of pitch accent does not only play a crucial role for the evaluation of Given or New information but also for the perception of prosodic prominence – with low and falling accents being perceived as less prominent than high and rising accents ([4], [13], [18]). In particular, there is evidence that the most important factor is the question of whether the onglide to the accented syllable is rising or falling ([19]).

4. Conclusions

The present study relates the interpretation of information status to the perception of prosodic prominence, assuming a basic link between them. Methodologically, it proved to be possible to use a gradient probability measure based on distinctions at various levels of prosodic parameters to evaluate the intrinsically categorical distinction between coreference (i.e. referential identity) and lack of coreference.

Results suggest that tonal movement is the central cue to perceived prominence, since it is characteristic of a pitch accent. Nevertheless, it is generally agreed on today that non-tonal cues such as duration, intensity and vowel quality are highly relevant for indicating the presence of rhythmic prominences (e.g. [20]) as well, which, however, may not contribute to the marking of information status in the same way as pitch accents do.
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